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What is ChatGPT?





What can we do with it?



Business Applications

Marketing Copy: Use it to help you write the marketing copy on 
your website.

Sales Outreach Emails: Write some cold call emails!

Get your programmers to use it to increase their productivity.

Content Ideation: ChatGPT can help you brainstorm ideas for 
blog posts (SEO optimised!)

Helping in Drafting Grants, Tenders etc.



Business Applications

AI powered tools are going to increase employee 
productivity across many professional industries.

Specialised AI tools will further improve upon 
ChatGPT

E.g. Programmers have reported ~50% productivity 
improvement



How is this magic possible?



The Data



Lets try it out!



Prompting Skills

ChatGPT needs context

Ask it to write some marketing copy for your 
business

E.g. “Write me some Marketing Copy for HappyFeet, an online sneaker store 
focused on selling unique / limited edition sneakers.”





Prompting Skills

Ask it to write some marketing copy for your 
business in a different tone of voice

ChatGPT can mimic other styles of writing, this can be very engaging

E.g. “Write me some Marketing Copy for HappyFeet, an online sneaker store 
focused on selling unique / limited edition sneakers. Write it in a gangsta style.”





Prompting Skills

Define an objective
When ChatGPT knows what you want, its advice is much more catered to your needs. 

Simply tell ChatGPT what you are trying to achieve, and it will tailor its responses 
accordingly. 

Be as specific as possible about what your objective is.

E.g. “I run an online sneaker store called HappyFeet. I need to write a cold outreach 
marketing email focused on under 40 year old male sneaker enthusiasts. Make it short 
and sharp, in a playful tone. Try to convert them to a paying customer.”





Prompting Skills

Iterate on results
ChatGPT has some limited “learning” ability while you use it.

Make sure to iterate on your results.

E.g. “I just started a new online sneaker store called HappyFeet. We focus on selling 
unique high value items. 
Could you help me to outline some target demographics?”

Follow up: “That is good. Could you now create a set of marketing personas that 
includes Name, Age, Target Demographic and the marketing channels to reach them. ”



Step 1. 



Step 2. 



Step 3. 



How can I improve 
results further



Advanced Prompting

Be overly specific about formatting
ChatGPT can format in Tables, dot points etc.

Ask ChatGPT to format its ideas into a Table or other format.

Follow up:  “Excellent. Can you format this into a table?”

Or E.g. “Could you write me a small 150 word paragraph on sneakers?”





Advanced Prompting

Give ChatGPT an Identity
If you want ChatGPT to write better copy, try: 

“You are a professional copywriter. You have been providing copywriting services 
to businesses for 20 years. You specialize in writing copy for businesses in the 
finance sector.”

Try to experiment with different personas. 

Try a known persona, e.g. 





Had issues with 
response length?



Advanced Prompting

Prompt Chaining
Generating long form content can be a pain and it has a ~4000 character limit. 

To get around this use: Prompt Chaining

Ask for an outline and then get ChatGPT to fill out each section independently.

Use “continue” to get it to continue where it left off



Step 1. 



Step 2. 



More…

Build your own set of prompts for different 
tasks. 

Improve upon them over time!

Don’t be afraid to experiment!



Can I integrate 
ChatGPT with my 

product?



ChatGPT API’s



What does the future of 
AI hold?





?



Thanks!
Email: adrian@xaminai.com





Prompting Skills

Combine them together!

Try combine the specificity with the tone of voice.










